
A ONE-ARTIST SHOW BY ARTIST EMILY WINKEL 
AT THE SOUTHSIDE ART LEAGUE 

MAY, 2024 
 
EVENT: A One-Artist-Show by local Artist Emily Winkel at the Southside Art League Off Broadway 
Gallery in May 2024. Our Featured Artist will be exhibiting a collection of her paintings across a 
variety of mediums including watercolor, gouache, pastels, and oils. 
 
ARTIST: Emily is a transplant from Southwest Michigan to Indiana in 2020, but often finds herself 
wandering back to the beaches of Lake Michigan. 
 Most of her artwork is completed in watercolor, gouache, or pastel using traditional 
techniques, with a more recent exploration into a limited color palette as a means of creating a 
cohesive look. 
 Emily’s first “art love” was portraits, and portraits are still a main focus as she accepts 
commissions of both people and pets. A sampling of her portrait work will be available to view, as 
well as some of the process of creating these portraits. 
 Emily’s wish for her work is to share a “pause” moment; A moment of appreciation, 
gratitude, and sometimes awe of the world around us. This can come through capturing a memory 
with a portrait, finding those moments in the garden, on the shores of Lake Michigan, or anywhere 
you can “pause” and rest. 
 
DATES: Artwork, prints and cards will be on display from May 1st through May 31st. 
 
LOCATION: The Southside Art League, Inc. (SALI) Off Broadway Gallery is located at 299 E. 
Broadway Street, Greenwood, IN 46143, 2 blocks north of Main St. and 6 blocks east of Madison 
Avenue in historic Old Town Greenwood. 
 
EXHIBITION HOURS: Visit the gallery during regular hours Wed. – Sat. 11:00 AM – 3:00 PM. 
Closed Sunday, Monday, & Tuesday. Please call SALI to arrange for viewing by appointment at any 
other time. 
 
RECEPTION: Come meet the artist Emily Winkel at the SALI Open House, Friday, May 10, 2024,  
6-8pm. Light refreshments will be served. 
 
FEES: None 
 
CONTACT: SALI (317) 882-5562, Emily Winkel (616) 260-0029, emily.illustrations@icloud.com 
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